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SContemporary yet culturally rich; 

luxurious yet cheerful; timeless 
yet dramatic — Within Designs, 

the Delhi-based multidisciplinary studio, 
is anything but ordinary. Born in 2015 as 
the brainchild of Sonal and Bobbi Tuli, 
the studio’s vision is to craft bespoke in-
teriors, soft furnishings, and decorative 
objects that echo an unforgettable expe-
rience. The duo explains, “Design is all 
about the art of storytelling, and we strive 
to weave narratives while bringing them 
to life with passion.” 

From sketch to reality, their intricate 
design language seamlessly blends var-
ied texture palettes, rich exotic hues, and 
plush finishes. Showcased at their New 

Secret 
Address 

Book 
WITHIN DESIGNS 

Delhi store, the products encapsulate an 
innovative aesthetic sensibility, unparal-
leled craftsmanship, and quality. Within 
Designs’ eclectic products include an en-
ticing variety of wallpapers, drapes and 
linen, carpets, fine furniture, decorative 
lighting, art, and home adornments.

“Tables are undeniably our hallmark 
products — right from our exquisite side, 
end, and console tables to our co�ee and 
dining tables that embody pure sophisti-
cation with warmth. Our bestsellers addi-
tionally comprise of our ‘Streets of India’ 
and ‘Sanctum’ collection,” they say. We 
are big fans of their Noble Arch collection 
the Noble Arch collection, which marries 
stone inlay with wicker weave and metal. 
Imbibing a modern confluence of form 
and function with a kaleidoscope of expe-
riences, the duo consistently endeavours 
to create stunning spaces and products of 
vivid brilliance, adopting the underlying 
and magical essence of traditional India 
with a twist. ♦ within.net.in

Clockwise, from left: Bespoke 
Ti�any console; Miss Jane 

cabinet; Handpicked antiques




